PRESS RELEASE

FURTHER EXTERNAL EXCHANGE LISTING FOR DASCOIN
Currency of Trust Gains Major Foothold in Asian Market

London: September 26th, 2018: DasCoin, the Currency of Trust and the store of value
within the Das ecosystem, has announced today that it has begun trading on leading
Singapore-based exchange CoinBene. Despite operating for less than a year, CoinBene
has consistently ranked among the top 10 Exchanges as defined by CoinMarketCap.
This is a significant and positive development for DasCoin (DASC). By being listed on an
exchange headquartered in Singapore, it can thus serve the Asian market in local
languages and currencies.
Commenting on this milestone, DasCoin CEO Michael Mathias said: “We’re really excited
about this news as this now takes us to five public exchange listings. There’s great volume
coming out of CoinBene and this exchange offers users the possibility to trade in
renminbi.”
CoinBene follows CoinFalcon, BTC-Alpha, EUBX and, most recently, IDAX to be the fifth
exchange actively trading DASC.
An independent review of CoinBene on the blockonomi.com forum stated: “The platform
is relatively straightforward to use, offers a range of trading pairs, and has a familiar
exchange interface like those of other trading platforms, so there is not a learning curve
for new users. CoinBene is open to users around the world and offers several different
languages, making it possible for most people to use the website in a language that they
are fluent in, if not a native speaker. The default language is Chinese, but you can also
change the website to English, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Malay, Spanish, or Korean.”
About DasCoin: DasCoin is a better way to store and exchange value and is the next
step in the evolution of money.
DasCoin is the blockchain-based currency at the center of an innovative digital asset
system that seeks to optimize the strengths and eliminate the weaknesses of existing
currency systems. It is fast, efficient, balanced, secure and scalable.
DasCoin is focused on creating a digital currency that delivers superior performance
through greater operational efficiency, increased transaction capacity, wider distribution,
better governance and greater regulatory compliance. Protected by industry leading
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security protocols and a permissioned blockchain, DasCoin is a pioneer in the sector with
the goal of becoming the world’s first mainstream digital currency.
www.dascoin.com
DasCoin@bm.com / +44 (0)20 7300 6262
The DasCoin codebase can be viewed on GitHub and visit DasCoin Explorer to see
blocks built in real time

